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From Figure 4 he sees a parallelogram
equal to a rectangle of the same base and
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Fig.  4.
 8. Volume.    This is extended into more
complex conditions than in the Fifth Year.
 1.	Volume should be seen as dependent
upon area of base and height or depth.
 2.	Learn to recognize (a) the solid units
of measure; cu. in., cu. ft., and so on, and
(b) the commercial measures, gallon, barrel,
load, bushel, cord, board foot, etc.
 3.	Recognize that these last are measured
in terms of the others, as; 1 gal.=231 eu. in.;
1 load=l eu. yd. and so on.
 4.	In (3) the work of this grade advances
beyond that of the two preceding years.
 
altitude.    Cut  out and paste in rectangle
form.
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Fig.  5.
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Fig. 6.
In Figures 5 and 6, the student sees the
trapezoid is equal in area to a rectangle
•whose base is the average base of the trape-
zoid, and whose altitude is the same as that
of the trapezoid. Put into good concise form,
it appears: Area of trapezoid=
lower base-|-upper base      , .    _
	--^-^	X altitude.
&
Problems. 1. Find the value of $320 per
acre, of a triangular piece of land, base 100
rd. and altitude 80 rd.
2
=$16000
Cost—-
100X80 v
2. How many acres in a piece of land of
trapezoidal shape, long base 120 rd., short
base 60 rd. and altitude 80 rd.?
120+60X80
=45
2X160
Number of acres=-
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5. Have inch cubes at hand; build a cu.
ft.; build as many eu. ft. as make a cu. yd.
Build of strong paper or cardboard.
Problems. The following problems are
applicable:
1. How many tons of coal will fit in a bin
(allowing 35 cu. ft. for 1 T) 14 ft. by 8 ft.
by 5 ft.?
2        1
Number of T =
1
2. How many feet of lumber in a board 16
ft. long-, 9 in. wide and 2 in. thick?
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How many lumber ft. are shown here?
Number of lumber ft.=16XSX2=24.
(A lumber foot is 1 ft. square and 1 inch
thick.)
3. How many cu. ft. of air in a living room
20 ft. by 18 ft, and having a height of 9 ft
6 in.?

